
Wichita Dermatology & Aesthetics
Billing Department Meeting Minutes

May 18, 2022

In attendance: Kayla Harder, Lindsey Sherman, Amber Zimmerman
Absent: Brittany Morain

Topic Discussion

Covering Reception As the front desk is adding more team members, we may be asked to help
them.  D’Elia is adding the times on our calendar. We will all take turns to
help them out.

25 Modifier BCBS is reducing our payment by 12% for all new patient office visits that
are billed with the 25 modifier. When submitting claims to BCBS (bills tab),
please take off the 25 modifier on 99201-99205. You can also do this when
coding- whichever is easiest for you.

Statements We are going to start doing these Wednesday morning. Since we started
having Modmed send our statements, if we accept payments
mid-statements, it is adding in all of these patients we haven’t worked.
This would cut down on our phone calls.

Karen Bohaty Karen is going to be taking at least a month off. We are booking patients
with other providers at this time if the patient is ok with that. Please see the
intramail from Kristy Rucker about specifics. We are allowed to tell patients
this is because of a medical situation in her family if they are asking.

Brittany Brittany is going to be returning to work June 23-24 on a part time basis.
She will begin full time on June 27th.  Her hours are to be determined.  We
will continue to work together as a team with all of our work duties as long
as she is out and with helping reception. As always, please let Lindsey
know if you need help with anything specifically. If you are drowning,
please communicate that.

Non Covered
Procedures

Went over this updated list. We added BCBS and talked about the waiver
getting signed. The providers will document whether we are filing or not
but regardless, the patients will sign a BCBS waiver in case they do not
cover the procedure and leave to patient responsibility.


